Congress Knuckles Under to New Right on Anti-Gay Bill
Gay rights lobby and Senate allies draft anti-gay legislation to avoid passage of harsher measure

Last year on November 27, thousands of San Franciscans filled to City Hall to commemorate the assassinations of gay Supervisor Harvey Milk and Mayor George Moscone. On November 27 (Thanksgiving night), the Harvey Milk Democratic Club asks the public to participate in a candlelight March Against Violence beginning at 7:30 p.m. at Castro and Market.

Feinstein Tosses Some Bones to Gays on Violence Issue

(Government) Mayor Diane Fein stein and Police Chief Larry Baca told a packed Town Hall meeting Tuesday night that they would push to remove the so-called “city of death” from the Castro and Market area.

Feinstein, who has become a sym bol of gay pride for the city’s gay mi litary personnel, said the Senate’s homophile report was a step toward the goal of full acceptance of the gay community. 

Feinstein, who has become a symbol of gay pride for the city’s gay military personnel, said the Senate’s homophile report was a step toward the goal of full acceptance of the gay community.

Brutal Murder in Buena Vista Park

(San Francisco) The body of a brut­ ally slain man was discovered Mon­ day morning by a man walking his dog in Buena Vista Park.

John Wenz, 21, a Dutch immi­ grant who was wounded by a straw­ man was arrested a week ago in connection with the killing.

He was charged with murder, attempted murder and possession of destructive weapons.

Police detectives investigating the case found that the body was in an advanced state of decomposition. 

They were able to identify the victim through fingerprint identification. 
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L.A.P.D. Criticized for Hollywood Raid

Los Angeles. Though most of the 50 officers sent to raid Hollywood's famous gay bar, the Speakeasy, came from the California Highway Patrol, some Los Angeles detectives also were among the raiding party. According to the Los Angeles Times, Los Angeles Police Department officials were "extremely" happy about the raid on the Speakeasy, which was being held at the home of a prominent judge. The raid was ordered by Chief William H. Galvin, who had been accused of corruption and was later cleared of the charges.

McGovern's Group to Sidestep Gays

Pitt, the Star. George McGovern, the Democratic nominee for president, is planning to win his party's nomination by sidestepping the gay community, according to a report in the New York Times. McGovern, who is running against Senator Edward M. Kennedy, has told his aids that he does not want to be stuck with the nomination if he runs for president and does not win.

Asians Protest Alleged Discrimination

The University of California Alumni Association has asked the Los Angeles City Council to establish a complaint board to investigate cases of discrimination against Asian Americans. The association says it has received complaints from Asian American students and faculty members at the university.

Falwell Denies Discussion of Gay Issues with Reagan

In a new book titled "The Moral Majority," Pat Robertson, the founder of the Moral Majority, says he did not discuss gay issues with President Reagan. Robertson's book, which is being released today, is the first book on the subject to be published by an American politician. It is also the first book to be published by a politician who is a gay rights supporter.

We've got the corner on Nautilus.

The Nautilus Center, The Center which brought you the first annual Gay Pride Parade and the first Gay Pride Festival, is proud to announce that it will open its doors on July 1. The Center, which will be located on Market Street, is a community center for gay people.

Shill Rides Milk Movie Idea

After starting a new campaign, a gay rights group in San Francisco is trying to make a movie about the gay rights movement in the city. The group, which is called Queer, is trying to raise money to make the movie. It is also trying to raise money to make the movie about the history of the gay rights movement in the city.
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Gay Prospects in U.S. House Remain Unchanged

Washington, D.C. — Even though the Congress is in recess, new gay rights proposals are not being ignored in the 97th Congress. Republicans and Democrats, both in the House and Senate, have introduced legislation which would grant gay men and women the right to serve in the military.

Representative Ted Weiss (D-N.Y.), one of the bill's chief sponsors, said in a press statement, "The two do not conflicts with our military policy. We would be to advance our legislation," Weiss said.

Meanwhile, Representative Ted Kennedy (D-Mass.) has introduced a bill that would allow gay men and women to serve in the military.

The bill, which was introduced in late October, has been referred to the House Armed Services Committee. It is expected to be considered by the committee in the next session, a number of members expect to join on the bill.

Endean also said he saw encouraging signs from the work of gay groups at the Clearinghouse and its work regarding violence. The meetings have been used repeatedly to address the issue of violence.

Gay Rights National Lobby Director

Gay Rights National Lobby Director

Endean said, "Many of our recommendations may well spill over and be acted upon by other political action committees operating at the local level. The Mayor's relationship with the gay community has been especially restrained, a situation that we would like to change."

Crumpley, who was one of the few gay people present at the meeting, said, "We don't like the way things are going, but we don't like what's happening any better than anyone else."

Reagan and Congress

Reagan and Congress

President Reagan, the leader of the Republican Congressional Committee, has not made clear his own position on the issue. The White House did not respond to a request for comment.

Gay Rights National Lobby Director
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On Thursday night tearful marchers gathered on the corner of Market and Russian Hill to demand that the San Francisco police department be more aggressive in its response to incidents of violence.

"The two do not conflicts with our military policy. We would be to advance our legislation," Weiss said.

The gay rights lobby has been working with the San Francisco police department to improve its response to incidents of violence.
Everything You Always Wanted To Know... Discussing homosexuality with high school students

By Susan

Between the passing period and their lunch hour, a tall, dark-haired student, wearing a black sweater and holding a stack of papers, sought out several members of a science class. The atmosphere was serious. Each one of them had been invited to speak to a homophile group. The students were aware of the presence of the group, which often organized events on campus. They were also aware that the group had a controversial reputation on the college campus, and some had been suspicious about their intentions. The student, however, appeared to be sincere and earnest in his quest for information.

Hesitant at first, the students eventually opened up, sharing their own experiences and perspectives. They talked about the challenges and rewards of being gay, and the impact of societal attitudes on their lives. They discussed their hopes and dreams, and the obstacles they faced in pursuing them. The conversation was intense and heartfelt, and the students were moved by the candor and honesty of the student's questions and responses.

As the meeting concluded, the student thanked each of them for their time and for sharing their experiences. The students, in turn, expressed their appreciation for the opportunity to engage in such a meaningful dialogue. They left the meeting feeling empowered and connected, with a newfound sense of understanding and empathy.

As they walked away, they were acutely aware of the importance of such discussions, and the need for continued dialogue and education. They resolved to stay informed and involved, and to continue to support the work of the homophile group in their community.
HEAD SPACE

I have read with interest all your articles, both in the Sentinel and in the Chronicle, and it seems to me that you are doing a fine job of keeping the public informed. I believe that the Sentinel is the best newspaper in San Francisco and that you should be proud of your work. Keep up the good work.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

INVESTMENT NOTES

ON LIVE!

with Robert Allen

SPLICE DECISIONS: VICTORY CONSPIRACY

Thank you for your article on the decision to withdraw from the December 31st consignment. I am pleased that you were able to secure an interview with the manager of the San Francisco Chronicle, who provided valuable insights into the decision-making process.

Best regards,

[Signature]

LETTES

The Crunch May Be Here

The Chronicle staff writer on the potential for economic downturn.

Mr. Editor,

I am writing to express my concern about the potential for an economic downturn. I believe that the current economic conditions are fragile and that there is a risk of a recession in the near future.

The financial markets have been volatile over the past year, and there are significant concerns about the sustainability of the current economic growth. I believe that the government should be taking steps to address these issues and to ensure that the economy remains stable.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

OUTLOOK

Charles Lee Morris
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Sincerely,

[Signature]
FOR MORE THAN JUST THE NEWS

Birmingham's
FLOWERS ANTIQUES GIFTS
771. 7189
404 Senter Road (Across from the Hotel York)

New Worship Times
BEGINNING SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 21st
Due to recent growth at Metropolitan Community Church we ask our members to plan on an earlier start time for morning worship services. The new starting time will be 10:45 am and end time will remain the same.

San Francisco's
Hotel York
7170 North Lake Blvd, Box 124, Tahoe Vista, CA 96110
708-459-2224

THE Plush Room CABARET
Offering the very finest in local and national cabaret comedians and musical performers.
CALL 415-860-9900 FOR CURRENT HEADLINERS

CENTRAL PARK
Restaurant/Delicatessen
401 Valencia (at 15th Street)
863-9837

Serving Breakfast, Lunch and Complete Dinner
Dinners - chef's specials - include soup or salad, bread and butter, coffee or tea, and are served from 5 to 9 PM

PASTA II
For the Finest in Italian Noodle Dishes

Featuring:
- Polonaise
- Fettucina Alfredo, Cheese and Mushrooms
- count:
- Chicken Tetrazzini

Perfect for before and after Theatre Lunches served Between: 11:30 am Monday thru Friday. Dinners served between: 5:00 pm Monday thru Thursday and 6:00 pm and Saturday. Closed Sunday.

864-1116
381 South Your News at 15th St.
Our Pasta is Made Fresh Daily

FOR LEGAL QUALITY SERVICES...

Please contact me about your needs for Criminal Law Representation, also social security for my clients.

For Consultations and as 4 new books, call 860-7988

SCHMIDT SCHMIDT INSURANCE
800 BROAD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94104
TELEPHONE 863-8484

SMITH, CURRAN & COMISKEY
1878 18th Street
San Francisco, California
707 869-0616

SOUTHERN COOKIN'
6130 8th St, San Francisco
423-4139

1 & 2 blocks west of Castro, upstairs

SOUTHERN COOKIN'
DINNER FRIDAYS 5:00-10:00 P.M.
All dinners include soup or salad, vegetables, potato and homemade bread.
RABIES RNO SPECIAL
5:30-7:30 P.M.
A dollar off entrees and a complimentary glass of wine.
COMPUNENT DRINKER
SOUTHERN COOKIN
161-185-340 P.A.

The Getting of Wisdom

The Getting of Wisdom, directed by Phillip Noyce, is an intelligent and independent woman's coming-of-age story which builds on Jane Austen's intelligent and independent woman's coming-of-age story which builds on Jane Austen's novel of the same title. The story is set in the 1920's and involves two girls, Laura Melville (Amanda Peet), a part-time model and Annabelle Priest (Hilary Ryan), who decides to become Laura's roommate. Laura is a snobbish but clever girl who is not interested in the middle-class Annabelle and her friends. Despite their differences, the girls become close friends and learn from each other. The story is a coming-of-age tale that explores themes of love, friendship, and self-discovery.

The film is set in the fictional town of Dapton, New Zealand, and features a cast of mostly New Zealand actors. The film was produced by the New Zealand Film Commission and distributed by Roadshow Entertainment. The film received positive reviews from critics, who praised its performances and its adaptation of Austen's novel. The film was nominated for several awards, including Best Film at the New Zealand Film and Video Awards, and Best Actress for Amanda Peet at the Australian Film Institute Awards.

The Getting of Wisdom is a classic novel that has been adapted into a film multiple times, with previous adaptations including a 1920 silent film and a 1979 TV movie. The film is 90 minutes long and is available on DVD and streaming services.

The film is a coming-of-age tale that explores themes of love, friendship, and self-discovery. It is a thought-provoking and entertaining film that is sure to appeal to fans of Jane Austen's novels and to anyone who enjoys a good story about growing up.
Multi-layered wit, easy-listening pop-jazz and ten-ton rockaboogie

For a discussion of rosy Rod's rut, see below.
CABARET
Low Camp Elevated to the Sublime?

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 2

CHARLES REAY
At the Plush Room
500 Mission Street
5:30 PM

EVENTS

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3

GRAND RE-OPENING
La Place
For the ultimate French touch.

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 4

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6

MOVIES

Witches and Faggots
Dykes and Poohers
Four recent gay films from Australia will be presented by Frameline at the Roxie Cinema beginning at 7 p.m. December 3 and 4. Witches and Faggots documents the制品 Gay Debates in June, 1978 when the Sydney State Police attacked a crowd of gay people and their supporters. Megan McNulty’s Apartments explores a romantic discussion between two women drawn to one another by their exotic fantasies. Farewell to Charms, by Carla Ponzi, and Bravewine, directed by Jan Chapman, will also be shown.

THEATRE

THEATRE RHINOCEROS
SCORES AGAIN

BEER AND RHUBARB PIE
A SANTA CLAUS SHOW

BEER AND RHUBARB PIE
A SANTA CLAUS SHOW

THEATER RHINOCEROS

THE END.
Swoon on Swanson

"What a world!"

Confessions of an ex-porn star. It would be easy to villainize or praise the former "Glamour Girl," but not so simple. She has written the book. It's hard to blame the author. Swanson is honest to a fault. Even the author's rationalizations are triumphantly honest. The book is devoid of the sentimentalized love story-the hero is a charmer and the heroine is a beauty. AIDS and the love of a child are stark realities, and Swanson takes them both in stride. She is a woman of unusual courage and conviction.

Swanson discusses the phenomenon of the world of porn. She shows why it's not necessarily bad. She is aware that it's a business. She has a thorough understanding of the business of the love life.

In the end, Swanson is left with a sense of regality. She has written the book. It's hard to blame the author. Swanson is honest to a fault. Even the author's rationalizations are triumphantly honest. The book is devoid of the sentimentalized love story-the hero is a charmer and the heroine is a beauty. AIDS and the love of a child are stark realities, and Swanson takes them both in stride. She is a woman of unusual courage and conviction.
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ORAL EXPERIENCE
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RESTORATIVE
GENERAL DENTISTRY

861-4864

4053 18th/Castro Streets
San Francisco  Ca.  94114
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